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Abstract-New methods for computing perfect hash functions and applications of such functions to the 
problems of lexicon design are reported in this paper. After stating the problem and briefly discussing previous 
solutions, we present Cichelli’s algorithm, which introduced the form of the solutions we have pursued in this 
research. An informal analysis of the problem is given, followed by a presentation of three algorithms which 
refine and generalise Cichelli’s method in different ways. We next report the results of applying programmed 
versions of these algorithms to problem sets drawn from natural and artificial languages. A discussion of 
conceptual designs for the application of perfect hash functions to small and large computer lexicons is 
followed by a summary of our research and suggestions for further work. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Skilful lexical design can engender good results in automated natural language understanding 
endeavours. Lexicons are an integral part of natural language systems (as well as many other 
systems, e.g. compilers). Although different authors writing about implementations of such 
systems have had different criteria for using particular lexicons, nevertheless similarities 
become evident in both the use and function of the lexical component of their systems. In 
particular, one manifest similarity ensues since lexical items serve as access to (corresponding) 
meaning representations. The experimental program reported in Cercone[4] explores the nature 
and computational use of meaning representations for word concepts in the context of a natural 
language understanding system. Word meanings are represented as extended semantic networks 
and are accessed via a tiny (approximately 200 words) lexicon. 

It is interesting to note that many natural language system designers make extensive use of 
morphological analysis to avoid explicit storage of regularly inflected words and some irregular 
forms. Most systems rely on LISP (Allen[lJ) to access word meanings through the word’s 
property list. Small dictionaries with few syntactic features and simple semantic features are 
not penalised with this use of LISP. However, when the size of the dictionary and especially 
the complexity of lexical entries becomes great, more explicit control over the dictionary is 
desirable. 

Advantages accrue when processing natural or artificial languages with fixed vocabularies of f 
frequently used words by direct random access to items in the database. Perfect hash functions, 
a deterministic refinement of key-to-address transformation techniques, provide this single 
probe retrieval of keys from a static table. Given a set of N keys and a hash table of size r 3 N, 
a perfect hash function maps the keys into the hash table with no collisions since the function 
locates each key at a unique table address. The loading factor (LF) of a hash table is the ratio of 
the number of keys to the table size N/r. A “minimal” perfect hash function maps N keys into N 
contiguous locations for a LF of one. A perfect hash function with LF 20.8 is called an 
“almost minimal” perfect hash function. 

Criteria for a good hash function include: (1) the hash address is easily calculated; (2) the 
loading factor of the hash table is high for a given set of keys; and (3) the hash addresses of a 
given set of keys are distributed uniformly in the hash table. A perfect hash function is optimal 
with respect to the uniform distribution of hash addresses in the hash table; adding minimality 
to the perfect hash function makes it also optimal with respect to the LF. 

Perfect hash functions are difficult to find, even when almost minimal solutions are accepted. 
Knurth[l61 estimates that only one in 10 million functions is a perfect hash function for mapping 
the 31 most frequently used English words into 41 addresses. 

Greniewski and Turski[ 121 used a non-algorithmic method for finding a perfect hash function 
to map the operation codes of the KLIPA assembler into an almost minimal hash table. Their 
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hash function took the form: 

N. CERCONE et al. 

H(ki) = A X ki + B 

where ki is the ith key in the set of N keys and A, B are constants. 
Sprugnoli[26] fashioned algorithmic methods to produce perfect hash functions of the form: 

Hq(ki) = floor [(ki + A)/B] {Quotient Reduction Method] 
Hr(ki) = floor {[(A + ki X B) mod Cl/D}] {Remainder Reduction Method} 

where ki is the ith key in the set of N keys and A, B, C, D are constants. 
Jaeschke[lS] devised Reciprocal Hashing to generate perfect hash functions of the form: 

fi(ki) = floor(A/ B X ki + C) mod D 

where ki is the ith in the set of N keys and A, B, C, D are constants. 
Sprugnoli’s and Jaeschke’s methods will only produce minimal perfect hash functions for 

limited sets of keys. Keysets larger than 15 keys must be partitioned into smaller segments for 
each of which a perfect hash function is computed. Both Sprugnoli’s and Jaeschke’s solutions 
are machine dependent since the number-theoretic properties of the machine character code 
representations of keys are used to guide the search for appropriate values of the hash 
addresses. 

Cichelli[6] devised an algorithm (Algorithm 0) for computing machine independent, minimal 
perfect hash functions of the form: 

hash value = hash key length 
+ associated value of the key’s first letter 
+ associated value of the key’s last letter. 

Cichelli’s hash function is machine independent because the character code used by a particular 
machine never enters into the hash calculation. The algorithm incorporates a two stage ordering 
procedure for keys which effectively reduces the size of the search for associated values but 
excessive computation is still required to find hash functions for sets of more than 40 keys. 
Cichelli’s method is also limited since two keys with the same first and last letters and the same 
length are not permitted. 

The objective of this research was to develop faster and more general algorithms for finding 
perfect hash functions of the general form of Cichelli. The cost of the combinatorial search for 
acceptable integer assignments to letters dictates the maximum size of key sets which 
Cichelli’s method can process. Several heuristic search methods were investigated to accelerate 
the search, yet produce nearly optimal hash tables. Faster and more general algorithms of the 
form of Cichelli’s could be used to find perfect hash functions to organise large dictionaries 
(50-70,000 items). Such lexicons would be useful in computational studies of natural language, 
and artificial languages for programming and conversational terminal interactions. 

Three algorithms for finding perfect hash functions were developed (Algorithms I, 2 and 3). The 
data objects utilised in the algorithms were strings of characters of length P drawn from alphabet 
A, the 26 lower-case English letters. The alphabetic ordering of A was accepted as the basis for 
lexicographic ordering of sets of keys. The algorithms were implemented in APL and Pascal, which 
store the keys as character arrays. The performance of each algorithm was evaluated. 

?.DEVELOPMENTOFTHEPERFECTHASHALGORITHMS 

The problem of finding faster and more general algorithms derived from the method of Cichelli 
was divided into three subproblems: (1) choosing a hash identifier which will uniquely identify 
members of a lexical key; (2) efficiently finding an assignment of integer values to letters which will 
map keys into a hash table without collisions; and (3) finding ways of enforcing or attaining a 
reasonable degree of the minimality of the solution. 
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2.1 Choosing a hash identifier 

21-l 

Optimally a hash identifier uniquely identifies each key so that each may be placed in a unique 
hash table location. The set of formal properties of lexical keys which could be used in a hash 
identifier include: the letters of the alphabet, their position of occurrence in the key, and key length. 
A given maximum key length P and alphabet A determine a space T of possible keys. If 
T’ = card(T) and A’ = card(A), then we can express the cardinality of the set of all possible keys as 
the sum of the number of keys of length P plus the number of keys of length P - 1 plus the number 
of keys of each of the lengths P - 2, P - 3,. . . ,I. 

T’= Alp + A@-’ + . ..+A’ 

= $, A" 

= A’x(A’~ - ])/(A’- 1) 
= @(A”‘) 

When A’ becomes arbitrarily large, the limit of A’/(A’- 1) approaches 1. The resultant factor, 
(A”) - 1, reduces to (A”). Thus the key space grows at a rate polynomial in A’ and exponential in 
P. 

When the occurrence of an alphabetic symbol, aij, in one position, ail, is treated differently 
from the occurrence in a different position, ai2, of the same symbol, the number of keys which can 
be distinguished is exactly the number of keys, T’, in the space of keys, T. When the hash function 
assigns the same value to a letter independent of the letter’s position in the key, the number of keys 
which can be distinguished is given by the expression: 

CH(A’+i-1, i), 1CiSP 

where CH(m, m) is the familiar “choose” function, defined as CH(n, m) = n !/(m !*(n - m)!). lf 
A’ = 26, P = 6, then the size of the key space is: 

“Letter value dependent on position” 
6 

z26’, Isis6 

= approx 3.2 x lo* 
distinguishable keys 

“Letter value independent of position” 
CH(26,l) + CH(27,2) + . . . + CH(31,6) 

= apprcx 9 X lo5 
distinguishable keys 

Including a consideration for letter position in the hash identifier improves its representational 
power. There is no lexical key which cannot be uniquely represented by such a hash identifier. 

Three procedures for specifying the hash identifier were implemented, including: (1) a 
previously defined hash identifier (Algorithms 0 and 2); (2) a hash identifier determined by an 
automatic procedure in the algorithm (Algorithm 1); and (3) a hash identifier specified by the user 
interactively (Algorithm 3). 

2.2 Assigning associated letter ualues 

Once a hash identifier has been defined, an efficient search must be organised to find an 
assignment of integer values to the letters which will map the keys into the hash table with no 
collisions. 

A series of integer values must be chosen for assignment to the letters of the lexical keys. An 
easily generated integer series which guarantees distinct sums would have advantages but 
assignment of such values tends to decrease the hash table loading factor. An integer series which 
grows slowly and produces distinct addresses would map the hashkeys into a compact address 
space. Since no naturally occurring integer series investigated, e.g. powers of two or modified 
Fibanocci series. satisfies the requirements for assignment values, procedures for searching for an 
acceptable assignment of integers were developed. 

In a search space viewed as a tree with three keys (N = 3), two letter positions included in the 
hash identifier (S = 2) and a maximum associated value of two (m = 3, M = [0, 1,2]), the number 
of different assignments of integers to letters is (m ‘), the number of leaf nodes in the tree (Fig. 1). 
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(at b) 

(O,O) (O,l) (0,2) (1,O) (1,l) (1,2) (2.0) 
* ** * * ** 

keyset = {aa, ab, bb}, letters are ordered 
Minimal solutions are marked’ *, 
non-minimal ones are marked **. 

Figure 1. 

(a. b). 

The number of integer values which is tested as an acceptable integer assignment during the search, 
m, is the branching factor of the tree. It controls the extent of the search and whether or not a 
solution is possible. Procedures used to determine the upper bound of the search variable include: 
the user deciding on an upper bound, the algorithm deciding on a upper bound, and no upper bound 
being placed on the search variable. 

An efficient search will lead to an acceptable assignment of associated values while 
generating as little as possible of the search tree. Backtracking (Algorithms 0, 1 and sometimes 
3) and non-backtracking (Algorithms 2 and sometimes 3) search methods were used to find an 
acceptable assignment of integer values to letters in lexical keys. A non-backtrack search is 
preferable if the integer assignment made at any stage in the search is certain to not ultimately 
cause collisions. During a backtrack search the validity of all partial solutions is tested against 
the search predicate. If a partial solution (x,, x2, . . . ,Xi), 1 s i s N, fails to satisfy the predicate, 
the subtree with this value of Xi as its root can be pruned. This pruning processes, called 

s--l 
preclusion, avoids generating, for a value rejected at level i in the search tree, x rnj, 1 6 j c s - i 

j=l 

full and partial solutions which have (x,, x2,. . . *Xi) as an initial segment, where m is the 
branching factor of the search tree and s is the depth. 

For each potential value eliminated, an exponentially growing subtree will be pruned. This 
justifies application of any polynomial-cost analysis that can be performed dynamically in the 
depth-first search which excludes values in the domain of the search variable from con- 
sideration. Preclusion is most effective when failure to satisfy the search predicate is dis- 
covered at a minimal tree depth. Fortunately, the frequency of occurrence of letter ai is an 
excellent heuristic for predicting how likely it is that ai occurs in a key which may collide with 
other keys. The sum (or product) of letter occurrences for one key is likewise an excellent 
predictor of how likely it is that a key will collide with other keys. 

An ideal heuristic ordering strategy for the letters would order the letters by frequency in 
non-increasing order, so that al would have the highest frequency of occurrence and a, would 
have the lowest. This arrangement tends to occur when the keys are first ordered by sum of 
letter frequencies, then for each key the letters which have not occurred before are chosen in 
decreasing order of the frequency of occurrence. However, ordering the keys by sum of letter 
frequencies does not in general produce a strict ordering of letters to be assigned values, so 
between when an integer is assigned to a letter and when the hash address is tested, other hash 
addresses may have been added to the table. When collisions do occur, the program may have 
to backup and find new addresses for several keys. For example: the set of keys K = {au, ab, 
ac, ad, ae, af, ag, bd, cd, ce, de, fg} after first ordering yields {au, ad, ac, ae, ab, af, ag, cd, de, 
bd, ce, fg}. The letter frequencies for K can be ordered into decreasing frequency of 
occurrence as (a, d, c, e, 6, f, g). Although the key “cd” is determined as soon as key “UC” is 
placed in the hash table, the placement of “cd” is not tested until four intervening keys, (“ue”, 
“&“, ,‘af”, “ag”), have been assigned hash addresses. 

Given a permutation B = (a,, . . . a,) of the search variables, D(B) represents the number of 
keys, d,, whose hash addresses are newly determined when qi is assigned a value. C(B) 
[essentially D(B) with Ci = di + 1, 0 s i s s, so that Ci is the cost of visiting any node at level i] 
is a vector of coefficients, (c ,, . . . ,c,), for the series of terms (m’, 0 s i 5 s, which constitute the 
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weighted tree cost [WTC]: 
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s-l 

WTC=C CiXm’,O~i~s 
i=l 

=Co+C,Xm'-t...+cc,xm") 

where the ci’s are the associated costs at level i. 
The m factor in each of the terms in the total cost grows exponentially from the root. Cost 

will be minimised when the smallest possible values are assigned to the coefficients in the order 
cs, cs-1,. . . , c?, c,, where c, is as small as possible and c, is as large as possible. The smallest 
possible c, is a value of two, which would derive from a letter, a,, having a frequency count of one 
so that it determines the value of only one key. 

In the polynomial describing the size of the search tree, (m”) is larger than the sum of the 
remaining terms: 

1-l 

(l) z m’= * x (nl.y-’ - l)/(m - l), 1 < i s s - 1; 

(2) m’ = m x (m”-‘) 
(3) m x (m ‘-I) > m x (m”-’ - l)/(m - 1); and 
(4) m”-’ > (m”_’ - l)/(m - 1). 

Since (m”) will contribute most of the cost of generating the search tree, its coefficient (in the 
tree of minimal cost) MUST be the smallest which occurs in any of the s! possible permutations 
of the variables. A key is therefore sought which has at least one unique letter occurrence since 
only such a letter will come last in the ordering and still place a single key in the hash table. As 
a consequence, following from the necessity of placing letters which have a unique occurrence 
at the end of the ordering of letters, the optimal ordering will have all the keys which contain a 
unique letter occurrence at the end of the key ordering. 

After the keys are ordered by the sum of the chosen letter frequencies, a second ordering, 
which rearranges the yet to be determined keys in the keyset depending on the partial 
assignment of integers to letters to this point, has the effect of making the coefficients of the m 

factors of the cost equation increase for smaller factors and decrease for the larger m factors. 
This process of moving the key forward in the ordering may be visualised as shifting the key’s 
“weight” toward the root of the search tree, reducing the WTC for that tree if the order of 
letters induced by the new key order has larger weights nearer the root. [Recall that the sum of 
these coefficients along any root-to-leaf path in the search tree is the sum of the number of keys 
and the number of letters which occur in chosen positions, N + s; this is a constant for a given 
problem instance.] 

The optima1 ordering of the search variables, Bmin = (a,, a2, . . . ,a,), is that for which WTC 
is a minimum. Generating all s! permutations of the letters would demonstrate that the optimal 
ordering is that for which D(B), and therefore C(B), has the largest lexicographic sort value. 

Refining the second ordering (Slingerland and Waugh [25]) permits examination of fewer than 
the s! permutations, speeding the computation of solutions. The key reordering process, and 
ultimately the ordering of the s letters which occur in chosen positions is modified such that “each 
sublist of words which have equal frequency counts be ordered such that the words that will all 
have the greatest second ordering effect, that is, words that will ‘expose’ the most words from the 
rest of the list, occur first”. 

Ordering procedures were used which arranged the keys by sum of letter frequencies, then 
reordered the keys SO that any key whose hash value is determined by assigning the associated 
letter values already determined by previous keys is placed next (Algorithms 0, 1 and 2). In the 
example, the key “cd” would be placed next after “co is assigned a value so it would follow the 
key “ac”. The ordering procedures were further refined to include ordering by product 
frequencies, key grouping, and unique letter appearance within key groups. These procedures 
are embodied in Algorithm 3 and details will be explained in the discussion of Algorithm 3. 
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2.3 Ensuring minima& of hash tables 
Various methods were used to ensure a minimum loading factor 0.8. One heuristic which is 

applied in Algorithms 0, 1, 2 and 3 assigns the smallest associated values to those letters which 
occur most frequently in chosen letter positions, promoting small hash addresses for many keys. 
All hash addresses fall within the range [least. . . least + (N/0.8)]; keys can always be mapped into 
addresses [0 . . . N/0.8]. 

When backtrack search is used to assign associated values, as in Algorithms 0 and 1, a LF 
of at least L can be achieved by simply limiting the size of the hash table to r = N/L. The 
search procedure will then be forced to backtrack upon encountering any combination of 
letter values (x,, x2,. . . ,xi) such that for some ki in K:H(ki) > N/L. All values smaller than Xi in 
the domain of ai have been excluded and any larger values of xi will surely make H(kj) greater 
than N/L. 

When backtracking is not used in the search, as in Algorithms 2 and 3, the LF is maximised 
by careful ordering of search variables and selection and testing of assigned integer values. 
Through non-backtracking algorithms produce solutions quickly, as the number of keys increases 
the LF tends to diminish. Algorithm 3 uses backtracking whenever the hash table is becoming too 
sparsely populated with keys. 

3.DESCRIPTIONOFTHEALGORITHMS 

Cichelli’s algorithm (Algorithm 0) uses key length and the first and last letters without regard 
to letter position as the hash identifier. The number of keys which can be distinguished is 
restricted to P X CH(A’, 2) where P is the maximum key length, CH is the familiar “choose” 
function, and A’ is the cardinality of the alphabet. 

Integer assignment values are found using a simple backtracking process. Cichelli proposes 
no method of choosing a value of m, the size of associated latter values. 

Algorithm 0 employs a two-step ordering heuristic which first arranges the keys in decreas- 
ing order of the sum of frequencies of occurrence of the first and last letters. This ordering 
simply sorts the letters so that letters which occur most frequently are assigned integer 
values first. During the second step of the ordering any key whose hash value has already been 
determined, because its first and last letters have both occurred in keys previous to the current 
one is placed next in the list. This double ordering strategy arranges the static set of keys in 
such a way that hash value collisions will occur and be resolved as early as possible during the 
backtracking process. 

Algorithm 0 produces perfect minimal hash functions. 
Step 1. Compare each key against the rest. If two keys have the same first and last letters and the 

same length then report conflict and stop, otherwise continue. 
Step 2. Reorder the keys by decreasing sum of frequencies of occurrence of first and last letters. 
Step 3. Reorder the keys from the beginning of the list so that if a key has first and last letters 

which have appeared previously in the list, then that key is placed next in the list. 
Step 4. Add one word at a time to the solution, checking for hash value conflicts at each step. If a 

conflict occurs, go back to the previous word and vary its associated values until it is placed in the 
hash table successfully, then add the next word. 

Algorithm I, the first of the three new algorithms we developed, partitions the original set of 
keys into subsets according to their length, calculates perfect hash functions for each subset, 
then combines them to form one perfect hash function for the entire set. The complexity of each 
subproblem is at least linearly and often exponentially smaller than that of the overall problem, 
while the increase in the number of problem sets is linear, resulting in a marked reduction in 
computation. Which letter positions are chosen to identify each subset is recorded in a vector 
of Boolean values and a table is constructed which associates an integer value with each letter 
which occurs in a chosen position. For each subset an offset is maintained which keeps the 
subsets’ hash addresses separate from those of any of the other hash functions, so that the subset 
hash functions can be fitted into a single hash table. 

A procedure in Algorithm 1 automatically chooses, for each subset of keys of the same 
length, the smallest set of letter positions which will distinguish each key without regard for the 
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order of occurrence of letters within a key. The number of different subsets of letters is much 
smaller than the key space with the same maximum length. The algorithm which makes the 
choice of letter positions generates trial combinations of one position, then two positions, up to 
all P positions, When each trial combination is generated, it is tested for its ability to 
discriminate members of the set of keys. If no two keys have the same letter occurrences in the 
p selected positions, then the algorithm returns this trial combination as the solution and 
terminates; otherwise, the next combination is generated. The use of the cardinality of a subset 
as the upper bound on the range of associated values for the letters in chosen positions is a 
refinement of the choice of m in Algorithm 0. 

Algorithm 1 order the keys in the same manner as Algorithm 0, but ties between keys with 
equal sums of letter frequencies are broken using Slingerland and Waugh’s refinement of the 
second ordering. 

Algorithm 1 incorporates a method a method of precluding the generation and testing of 
inadmissible combinations of associated values during the backtrack search process. 

Algorithm 1 dosen’t guarantee minimality, but a high loading factor is obtained by using a 
good heuristic choice of domain size for the associated letter values and by allowing the ranges 
of hash addresses for the subsets to overlap slightly. 

Step 1. Sort the keys into order of increasing length and partition the keyset into subsets of 
keys which share the same length. Upon each of these subsets, perform the following steps. 

Step 2. Choose the smallest set of letter positions such that no two keys of a subset have the 
same set of letters in the chosen positions. 

Step 3. Order the keys in each subset using Cichelli’s two ordering strategies with 
Slingerland and Waugh’s refinement, to produce an approximately optimal ordering of the keys 
and of the letters which occur in the chosen positions. 

Step 4. For each subset define the range of values associated with letters in the chosen 
positions using zero as the lower bound and the cardinality of the subset as the upper bound. 

Step 5. Using a modified Cichelli backtrack search assign integer values to letters such that 
each key is mapped into a unique hash address in the subrange of the hash table defined by 
[offset . . . (p x m)], where offset is the integer off set for the current subset of keys, p is the 
number of chosen positions, and m is the upper bound of the range of associated letter values. 

Step 6. Add remaining unprocessed subsets sequentially to the hash table, allowing the 
different subsets to overlap somewhat by initialising the next offset by the number of keys 
which have been placed in the hash table (n), then finding the first open position (r, r 2 n). 

Step 7. If any unprocessed subsets remain, return to Step 2; otherwise all keys have been 
placed in the hash table. 

Step 8. Combine the subset perfect hash functions to make one perfect hash function for the 
entire keyset. 

Algorithm 2 uses the key length and the first and last letters for the hash identifier, and the 
value of each letter is independent of position. If any two keys have all characteristics in 
common, this algorithm cannot be applied to the keyset. If the maximum key length is P, then 
P x CH(A’. 2) keys can be distinguished using Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2 chooses an upper bound for each search variable from a naturally occurring 
integer series which has no pairwise sums among its elements. The upper bound is a solution, 
though not necessarily the best solution overall, and all lower potential associated values are 
tested in hopes of finding a better assignment of integer values. This method of assigning 
integer values avoids all backtracking yielding a rapid search algorithm. Algorithm 2 is not a 
backtracking algorithm in the classical sense, but an intelligently controlled enumerative one. 
Unlike backtracking search, this method never “undoes” partial results. Once a key is placed in 
the table, its address never changes. 

Using the upper bounds for the associated values ensures that a solution will be found, but 
makes no guarantee that the loading factor of the resulting hash table will be acceptable (though 
it usually is for sets of a small number of keys). the search relies entirely on the good effects of 
the ordering of search variables to achieve a compact solution. 

Step 1. Count the frequency of occurrence of each letter which appears in the first and last 
positions in the set of keys. Order the letters by decreasing frequency of occurrences. 

Step 2. To each a, in the ordered set of letters assign the upper bound F(i), where F(n) is a 
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series like a modified Fabanocci or powers of two. This assigns the smallest limiting values of 

the most frequently occurring letters, promoting the minimality of the resulting hash table. 
Step 3. For each key ki, 0 < i s N, calculate tval[i], the sum of the temporary values of the first 

and last letters plus the length of the key. Sort the keys on the sum, producing a list of keys ordered 
by the sum of the frequencies of their first and last letters; keys with the same combination of 
letters in these positions will be ordered by increasing length. During this ordering, Algorithm 2 
ceases to function if any two keys have all characteristics in common; 

Step 4. For each key ki, 0 < i 6 iV, do the following: (a) if both the first and last letters in ki 
have been assigned values, continue with the next key: ki has been placed in the hash table 
previously; (b) if neither letter has been assigned a value, set the most frequent of them to 
zero; and (c) if only one letter Uj has no assigned value, vary its associated value from zero to 
the upper bound until all the keys whose hash addresses are determined by this letter have been 
placed in open hash table locations. Each time the associated value is incremented, the function 
“check” is called which first changes ail hash values which are affected by the current letter, 
then makes an O(N*) pass through the set of keys to determine whether any pair of keys have 
the same hash address; and 

Step 5. Mark the current letter “tried” and continue at step 4 with the next key in the 
ordering. If there is none, we have a solution and the algorithm terminates. 

The user interactively specifies a set of letter positions and whether or not to include the key 
length in the hash identifier when using Algorithm 3. The program then tests the user’s selection 
for key discrimination, inviting the user to try again if any two keys cannot be distinguished. 
Algorithm 3 takes into account the position of occurrence of letters and therefore has the 
greatest possible discriminatory power of the three algorithms developed. There is no set of 
distinct lexical keys which cannot be distinguished by Algorithm 3. 

No upper bound is placed on the size of associated letter values. 
Algorithm 3 incorporates a development and refinement of the non-backtracking ennumera- 

tive search procedure of Algorithm 2. An improved version of search which performs a limited 
amount of backtracking when a solution has a low loading factor has been implemented, This 
promises to retain much of the speed of the current version while reducing the size of the hash 
tables. By analysing the occurrence of letters shared amongst the keys, Algorithm 3 eliminates 
many doomed choices of associated values, streamlining the search process. 

Step 1. The user is prompted to supply two specifications: (i) the set of letter positions to be 
used in the hashing, and (ii) whether or not the key length is to be a part of the hash identifier. 

Step 2. If any two words cannot be distinguished with the hash function as specified by the 
user, then report conflicting keys and return to step 1; if the hash identifier is acceptable, then 
continue with step 3. 

Step 3. Count the number of occurrences of each letter in each position, then subtract one 
from each total. For each key, assign a value which is the product of the occurrence counts for 
the selected letters in this key. Those keys whose assigned values are zero must have at least 
one unique occurrence of a letter in some chosen position. Place these keys at the head of a list 
of keys with unique occurrences. Repeat step 3 for the non-zero keys until no more keys with 
unique letter occurrences are found. Keys selected in this process will follow all keys with no 
unique letter occurrences in the final ordering. 

Step 4. Order the remaining keys, those with no unique letter occurrences, by decreasing 
product of their letter frequency counts. 

Step 5. Form a group by first choosing the key nearest the head of the list which has the 
fewest letters with no assigned value (“new” letters); next, find all the keys whose hash 
addresses will be determined when the chosen key’s new letters are assigned integer values. 
Repeat step 5 until all keys have been chosen. 

Step 6. Order the keys within each group so that for any two keys kc and k,, if we calculate 
the set differences between the letters from chosen positions in each key [Dij: = L(k) - L(kj); 
Dji: = Ii,( L(ki), where L(k,) is the set of letters in chosen positions for k,], then if k, 
preceeds ki in the ordering, all letters in Dij will be assigned values before the last letter in Dii is 
assigned a value. 

Step 7. For each key, determine which of its chosen letters will be the last to be assigned a 
value in the search. This letter’s value can be manipulated to place the key into an open hash 
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address. In cases where length is the only difference between neighboring keys, the distance 
back to a key which differs in letters is noted. 

Step 8. Taking these noted letters in order, determine for the next letter which of its possible 
values are precluded by conflict with the hash addresses assigned to previous keys. 

Step 9. Assign letter values. If a single key is being placed, its determining letter value is just 
the one which places it in the lowest possible open hash address. If the key is part of a group 
whose hash addresses are determined by assigning the current key’s hash address, then choose 
the smallest possible value that maps all the keys into open hash addresses. 

Step 10. If no two letters (and therefore no keys) remain, then the algorithm terminates. 
Otherwise, continue at step 8. 

A second version of this algorithm has been written which allows backtracking whenever it 
is discovered, at step 10, that the hash table has become too sparse. In that case, step 10 is 
replaced by the following two steps. 

Step 10. The loading factor [LF] of the partial solution generated to this point is calculated. 
If LF is too small and the number of allowable backtracks (set by the user in step 1 in response 
to a prompt) is not exceeded, then proceed to step 11; otherwise continue with step 8; and 

Step 11. For the latest group added to the table, determine which keys have the highest and 
lowest hash address; call them k,,, and k,i,. Choose a letter from km,“+ say Ui, which does 
not affect the hash address of k,,, and increment the associated value of ai by one. Reset to 
zero the associated values of all letters which were assigned after a;. Remove from the table all 
keys which were placed after the value of ai was assigned, and adjust the sum of assigned 
letter values of each affected key. Place these keys and the head of the list of keys which have 
not yet been assigned a hash address. Adjust the order of letters which determine the hash 
addresses of groups of keys and return to step 8. 

4. PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHMS 

Analytic comparison of the relative performance of backtracking algorithms is difficult 
(Knuth[l7]). The execution time, maximum number of keys which can be processed in a 
reasonable time, and the loading factor of the hash tables produced by Algorithms 0, 1,2 and 3 were 
compared. The number of basic operations of the algorithm and the memory requirements should 
be considered in algorithm expense. Krause [ 181 reports the number of times basic operations are 
performed by Algorithms 0, 1, 2 and 3. 

The effective loading factor [ELF] of a perfect hash function is defined as: 

ELF = N/(r + t) 

where iV is the number of keys, r is the range of calculated hash addresses and t is the number 
of associated letter values stored. ELF is a realistic measure of the amount of memory needed 
for implementing each algorithm since associated value tables are an essential part of each 
algorithm and they differ in each algorithm. Utility [U] is proposed as a further measure of 
relative performance 

u=NxLF/T 

where N represents the number of keys to be hashed, LF is the loading factor and T is the 
search time in milliseconds. Larger values of U imply a greater degree of utility. This is an 
arbitrary measure; it does, however, reward compact solutions to large problem sets and 
penalises algorithms using excessive execution time. 

Algorithms 0, 1 and 2 were implemented as Pascal programs [Pascal/UBC]; Algorithm 3 was 
written in APL. All programs were run on an IBM 4341 computer under the Michigan Terminal 
System [MTS] time-sharing operating environment. Timing comparisons were gathered via 
MTS system subroutines which return cpu time, in milliseconds. Time-sharing overhead, such 
as swapping, was excluded from totals so that time is time actually used to execute the 
algorithms. 

Cichelli(61 reported the results of applying his algorithm (Algorithm 0) to five sets of keys: 
(1) the 12 three-letter month abbreviations; (2) the 31 most frequently occurring English words; 
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(3) the 34 ASCII control codes; (4) the 36 Pascal reserved words (including ‘OTHERWISE’); 
and (5) the 39 Pascal predefined identifiers (excluding ‘ODD’). The three recently developed 
algorithms were also tested on: (6) the 33 Basic keywords; (7) the 42 Algol- W reserved words: 
(8) the 64 most frequently occurring English words; (9) the 76 Pascal reserved words plus 
predefined identifiers; and (lo)-(12) the 100, 200 and 500 most frequently occurring English 
woids. 

Table 1. presents the search times and loading factors obtained by running each algorithm 
on the test problem sets. 

For Algorithm 1 the worst case computation of the procedure for choosing a set of letter 
positions which produce unique hash identifiers requires calculation exponential in key length. 
In the tested examples the execution time for this procedure was linear with respect to N, the 
number of keys in the keyset. The worst case analytic estimate for the ordering of keys to 
produce a beneficial ordering of the letters which appear in the chosen positions for Algorithm 1 
was O(N3). For the small problem sets tested the times required for this ordering fell between 
5 + 2 x N and 3 x N. Surprisingly, 30,735 milliseconds were required to order 42 keys of length 
3 in the 200 most frequently occurring English words [MFEW] compared to 42 milliseconds 
required to order 61 keys of length 4 in the same example. We hypothesize that the complexity 
of these problems is dependent on the way in which letters are shared among the keys. 

Although Algorithm 1 does not guarantee minimal hash tables, it almost always produces 
minimal results for the set of keys as a whole. Allowing the ranges of the subsets to overlap 
promotes minimality even though the combined subsets are non-minimal. The most demanding 
test, the 200 MFEW produced a hash table with an LF = 0.97. 

Algorithm 1 performs well as long as the largest subset contains approximately 50 or fewer 
keys. At this point the pattern of sharing letters among the keys of the subsets starts to affect 
the number of nodes in the backtrack search tree which must be examined. We conclude that 
the procedure for choosing a set of letter positions which produce unique hash identifiers is of 
marginal utility. 

Algorithm 2 gives acceptable results for sets of up to 100 keys. Two major problems with 
Algorithm 2 are: (i) the loading factors of the solutions produced degenerate quickly for keysets 

Table I. Comparison of time [7’l (in milliseconds) and loading factor [LF] for all four algorithms on some 
representative key sets 
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of more than 60 keys; and (ii) the mechanism used for distinguishing keys, like Cichelli’s 
(Algorithm 0), is not adequate for many problem sets. 

The refinements to Algorithm 2, which led to the development of a substantially different 
Algorithm 3, addressed these problems directly with moderate success with respect to problem 
(i) and complete success with problem (ii). Algorithm 3 outperforms the other algorithms 
generally and shows the greatest promise for further development. Algorithm 3 does require 
additional storage to maintain separate associated value tables for each letter position selected. 

Table 2 summarises the relative utility for the four algorithms. Algorithm 1 produces 
spectacular utilities for keysets up to about 100 keys. When the sizes of the subsets produced 
by partitioning reach around 50 keys, however, these values decline rapidly. The utility of 
Algorithm 3 remains relatively constant for all test keysets. 

5. APPLICATION OF PERFECT HASH FUNCTIONS TO NATURAL LANGUAGE LEXICON DESIGN 

Retrieval methods usually assume equal likelihood of retrieval for each data item 
(Knuth[l6]). Cichelli[6] pointed out the utility of perfect hash functions for use in compilers. It 
is well documented in the literature of lexicography (Carroll et al. [3], Dewey[lO]) that this is not the 
case for the English language (or, presumably, for any natural language). We propose to make use 
of information about the frequency of occurrence of English words and judicious mix of common 
search and hash encoding techniques to provide an efficient organisational strategy for a natural 
language lexicon. 

If the dictionary is formed by putting properties on LISP atoms (as is done in many natural 
language systems), the entire search is performed by a LISP system. Most implementations of 
LISP (Allen[l], pp. 275-277) use an “object list” to access atoms, usually implemented as hash 
buckets. A built-in general purpose hash function is provided which distributes the hash values of 
the complete set of keys in the dictionary (hopefully equally) among the hash buckets, each of 
which is searched sequentially. The access time is therefore dependent on the number of buckets 
and on bucket size. [The retrieval time is dependent on the actual distribution of the keys among the 
buckets. For any hash function, there exist some set of keys which will produce very uneven 
distributions. In the worst case, all keys will have the same hash value, so the average cost of a 
successful search would be N/2; for an unsuccessful search, the cost would be N (where N is the 
number of keys).] 

In addition to this search for the atom name, the property list must be scanned for 
dictionary properties. If, for the majority of items in the lexicon, this is the only property on the 
property list, the time required for any lexical access is approximately equal to the hash 
encoding scheme time. Comparatively, the number of words with many properties remains 
insignificant and will not be considered. 

Any desirable search technique can be imposed on an explicitly-stored dictionary. When we 
attempt to organise the lexicon in a way that minimises retrieval time, many factors affect our 
choices, such as the size of the lexicon and the need for secondary storage. Some design 
criteria, however, will improve the access time for any linear search algorithm of a natural 
language lexicon. One such design feature is to order the dictionary according to the relative 
frequency of the use of the letters in words (Cercone and Mercer[5]). 

Table 2. Table of Relative Utility [U = N x LF/ r] 
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One proposal we will explore here is to divide the dictionary into two or more parts to form 
dictionary hierarchies. This feature is most interesting when one considers the very high 
frequency of use of a very small number of words, but it is also important when one needs to 
consider how to divide a dictionary over different storage media. For example, 732 items 
comprise 75% of the words used in representative text. A possible three-level hierarchy would 
be 64 items that account for 50% of the words in the text, 668 items that comprise another 25% 
and the remainder that provide the final 25%. A hash into the first level of 64 words followed by 
a binary search of the second level (which on the average would require about 9 accesses), 
followed by a trie search of the third level would provide a very efficient search. 

Lexicon storage is as crucial an issue as the retrieval of lexical information. Common 
structure sharing and morphological analysis contribute towards efficient space utilisation; 
certain dialects of LISP use various techniques, such as CDR-encoding, to reduce the 
representational overhead. The dictionary represented as a trie, Knuth[l6], requires less space 
because letters are not repeated unnecessarily in successive words. Some representational 
overhead is incurred, however, by the required pointers. 

The previous discussion has considered how to minimise the space required by the lexicon. 
We now present a short synopsis of some typical lexicon designs. For the purposes of this 
discussion we will consider lexicons that contain large quantities of information in three 
representative sizes: (i) small-500 entries or less; (ii) medium-1000-5000 entries; and (iii) 
large-10,000 entries or more. 

Typically, a small lexicon gains little from complex organisation schemes. Our interactive 
implementation of Algorithm 3, however, can compute almost-minimal hash functions for most 
lexicons of small size. One drawback its that we have to store 26 x S associated values when S 
letter positions are selected, making this table’s size the same order of magnitude as the 
dictionary itself. Of course, search time would be cut considerably, so the storage overhead 
might still be found acceptable. 

Medium size lexicons need to be analysed differently; if the dictionary can fit in random 
access memory, a binary search would provide efficient access of items, supplemented by hash 
encoding into a mini-dictionary of the most common words. There is no space advantage using 
a trie structure because the overhead in associated pointers is high and there is little common 
spelling among so few words. 

Another approach which utilises Algorithm 3 is illustrated in Listing 5.1. Satisfactory 
experimental results have shown that 500 words can be placed in a noncolliding hash table in 
under 20 seconds. Nevertheless the LF is only about 0.68 which we feel is unsatisfactory; 
increasing the LF results in a substantial increase in computation. When more than one hash 
function is used, an offset can be manipulated to start the next group of 500 words in the sparse 
part of the table occupied by the previous group of 500 words, typically resulting in a loss of 
about only 10% of storage space. In this example the medium sized lexicon is divided into 
group of 500 lexical items (more or less) and Algorithm 3 is applied successively, manipulating 
the OFFSET to interleave the 500-word pieces to effectively increase the LF to an acceptable 
level. Listing 5.1 illustrates this method using the 500 most frequently occurring English words 
divided into 5 groups of 100 words each (rather than the 2500 MFEW divided into 5 groups of 
500 words due to space limitations). In Listing 5.1 the first 100 word chunk is fitted into a table 
of size 133; the first offset is set to 98 (because the first unused space is table location 100 and 
length is part of each hash function, thus 98 plus a length of 3 would place the next word in 
location lOI), the index where the application of Algorithm 3 to the second 100 word lexical 
chunk begins to place items. This technique effectively makes use of unused spaces from 
previous applications of Algorithm 3. If the lexicon cannot fit into memory, it is appropriate to 
treat the medium size lexicon as a large lexicon. 

Large lexicons typically require secondary storage, and the number of retrievals from 
secondary storage should be minimised. The favorable results from Algorithm 3 suggest 
including the 732 most frequent words in a single almost-minimal hash table, giving one-probe 
retrieval in 75% of the cases. The remaining 50,000 words could be mapped by a second hash 
function into 50 subsets of about 1000 words each and stored in secondary memory. In order to 
preserve the machine-independence of the algorithm, this second hash function could be based 
on the ordinal positions of letters in the alphabet rather than on the machine character code. 
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For each of these subsets, an almost-minimal perfect hash function could be computed, storing 
the associated values in the same secondary memory location as the lexical information itself. 
If the key sought is not in the table of most-frequent words, then a hash would be performed to 
select the proper second-level table from a secondary storage medium; this table would then be 
searched using its own perfect hash function. This organisation would allow retrieval of any 
key with three hash calculations and one probe of secondary memory. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Cichelli’s algorithm provides a useful alternative to numerical approaches to the search for 

perfect hash functions. We have found methods of extending the application of this “simple” 
approach to larger problem sets. 

We have considered improvements along the lines of (i) hash identifier choice; (ii) partition- 
ing of the problem set; and (iii) improved search methods. In our empirical study of Algorithms 
0, 1,2 and 3 we conclude that the heuristics employed in Algorithm 3 appear the most promising 
for future research although both Algorithms 1 and 2 perform significantly better than 
Algorithm 0 (Cichelli’s algorithm). The introduction of a limited backtrack in Algorithm 3 is an 
important contribution leading to almost minimal hash tables for large keysets ( > 500 keys). 
Further analysis of the problem may reveal a better way of performing this limited back- 
tracking. 

Finally, we found three mathematical problems closely related to the search for perfect hash 
functions including: (i) harmonious labelling of graphs; (ii) graceful labelling of graphs; and (iii) 
additive bases. Krause[l8] describes these problems. 
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> ‘C’ 5 II 12 B ‘L’ 24 11 0 28 ‘II’ 6 56 15 5B 
> ‘D’ 14 0 21 3l ‘II’ 0 0 2 44 ‘V’ 0 15 0 0 
> ‘E’ 44 1 5 0 ‘N’ 4B 23 0 13 ‘N’ 22 29 1 46 
> ‘F’ 4 53 V 76 ‘0’ 29 0 6 29 ‘Y’ 14 1 20 43 
> ‘C’ 7 43 17 64 ‘P’ # J 0 8 ‘I’ 0 0 I 75 
> ‘H’ 62330 0 ‘R’ 20 89 3 9 

> 3w 4T#N 5TIE9 bwN 7% (1.1 
> * t t * 100 YfIM 102 NlGT 103 K%Y 104 PUIER 105 PART 
> . t * I 131 tw 132 FRm 133 PEDFl.E 134 5AY3 . . * * 
> 199 pasDcl200 MOUMT 207 ##Y 214 SHE 221 DID 
> 
>w 
> NFiVSTD8E~: c3 C c3 is a vaiable containing the 3rd 100 WXN I 
> uroismffcwo: I 2 3 4 
> xswrnfzhcatwxft~y~): N 
> Js LDGI-H m BE hv (r FuETIol (y/)0: Y 
> [T(w(BYpRrrmcTCRNINDUlCPA,: P 
> CflJ5EC@0GuXD~wIs2.258 
> THEDATAIHOX@ECTED~FLHdi: 

> set let letter cent uent umt uater battle general oat -thins m 
> 5everal gave &fe certein forty mnditicns qiwn five find situetim 
> bothsiQnindcaningmmseenrr~corlstcelsbtestrtrrntstnd 
> call either eerly tell rum believe tilitarr netim vu11 kaAht frmt 
> city fighting nisht doing tile thw#~ chilben thing taken pn full 
> d.rinsb&stockbmdhi*emu-kamg9ydeaendnarshmwse 
> four law big w&i1 &cd use used UI lau I&I &we par r# left 
> next order interest ago off six it’s lwvl laba y0u-1~ alm5t Msalf 
> really cqritel purpo5e *vice recessay ttewelws 
> 
>BDa 195 C binding the next 108 IFEN into tk kh table offset 195 places ? 
> BDDINGBT-AT 19B272014101793) 
> l-XDwl-Iww000005327 
> CPUSWYOSLGEDINBAEHIS 1.492 
> NRSERfflDwTlRawBfwwINLtKPIB 79 

> LEllERwlEs 
> ‘A’ 20 2 24 I ‘I’ 49 15 37 6 ‘S’ 0 10 81 33 
> ‘B’ 3 039 0 ‘K’ I 0 37 20 ‘T’ 6 10 0 3 
> ‘C’ 0 059 0 ‘L’ 1 24 32 2 ‘U’ P s) n 3 
> ‘D’ 3 0 7 5 ‘I’ B 16 1 34 ‘V’ 0 0 5 B4 
> ‘E’ L ‘0 032 5 ‘N’ 31 30 1 0 ‘IV 1 0 0 64 
> ‘f’ 0 079 0 ‘0’ 51 B 22 4B ‘X’ 0 8 50 26 
> ‘G’ 2 0 13 50 ‘P’ 33 0 87 0 ‘Y’ 64 0 17 3l 
> ‘H’ 50 24 0 15 ‘R’ 69 22 12 33 “’ 0 0 0 0 

: HTllBLE 
> 3M 4lXN 5TwE 6wll 7w I.., 
> t . I . 100 lwC+l 102 tu5T 103 NSY 104 w 105 PM 
> , * l * 131 lw 1P fRDN l33 Fwl.E 134 GAYS , . , , 
> 199 KSENI 200 lwwT 201 sn 202 LEl 203 CENT 204 KI(T 
> 205 LEllER 206 wr 207 AI#Y 208 I#TER 209 B(lTlLE 210 cEKR# 
> 211 GDT 212 SEWW 213 w 
> 217 CERfkTA , . . , 221 

GA’X g sgl5 I(oKw 216 
DID * t * , 

> 4 , . * 300 PuwlBE 301 TwSLuEs 321w 328 DFF 
> 
>w 
> uxaxm~ttaa: c4 C c4 is a variable cmtaininq tk 4TH 100 IFEN > 
> ransrnEzs3: I 2 3 4 
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+w++w+ Listiq 5.h Q-hued.,.) 
> ISEuNmBEI)wfMlER(Y/N): w 
> IS LENGTH TD BE PMT L-f FlJcTIo( (Y/N): Y 
> DWR BY PFXWT OR KINIW (P/n): P 
> CPU sECDt03 USED M iwl IS 2.294 
: TM MA IN CMECTED PREClWR FM: 
> 
> feet sent xnd Cents Seem seer!ed reed held soldiers hands told ronths 
> fall called lard head help lost past party comn caitt.ee -1et.e 
> WJnh free Save 1oVe trUlY trve paw% Riles lines tires hear mr ban 
> lwrs keep kind face further turned perhaps paint n&es hwiq mkiq 
> sayiq cause real result value rather future luildiq lx)ys better vieu 
> knew kmus wish wraq M shu uhether uha flan mu\iq alrHdy 
> almq !xune traps afternam pric-a special often awn able Iwe lmk 
> wheat dimer office ask lw i’n girl idea &we a~ witr action 
> itself rhea henty subjfft bqimiq different ~terday iwossible 
> 
>Blm 295 C birdiq the mxt 108 l+U inh th hash t&e offset 295 plazas > 
> BPQING STMED AT 1982 7 20 14 12 42 107 
> TIxrw4TIlHw000003300 
> cpusEmt@SuQDIMeMlIS 3.583 
? ~~~STwaGHMSHtwNLaPIS B2 
> 
> TEl?t0MTICN~BiWTRM%O 
> LETTERS&ED1234 
> mSFlusm255 
> 
> LETlERwxS 
> ‘6’ 8 5 13 18 ‘I’ 0 25 11 1s ‘S’ 0 I 10 43 
> ‘6’ 34 60 0 46 ‘K’ 26 0 31 69 ‘7’ 2 El 16 3 
> ‘C’ 1 52 33 32 ‘L’ 4 51 6 v ‘U’ 0 2s 0 11 
> ‘D’ 24 70 0 4 ‘N’ 7 0 15 b ‘V’ 30 0 24 18 
> ‘E’ 53 0 0 1 ‘N’ 5 30 1 29 ‘W’ 2 63 0 2 
> ‘F’ 036 936 ‘0’ 20 0 2 n ‘Y’ B3 0 a 1 
> ‘6’ 43 0 44 0 ‘P’ 2 37 75 12 “’ 0 65 I 0 
> ‘H’ 059 027 ‘R’ 9 0 I 0 
> 
> HASHTAM 
> 3TIE 4MN 5TNs 6wN 7sIE l *** 
> I * * * 100 HaCH 102 HIS1 103 WlEI 104 PlxR 10s PM1 
> ,..I 131 ME 132 mar 133 Fwu 134 SAYS * t t * 
> . * * * 301 T)MsLKs302FEET 3a3 SENT 304sw 3wQwls 
> 306 %EtlS 307 SEElED 308 IEED 309 IEll) no Hlyos 311 TaD 
> 312 MINTHS 313 9MIERS a t . . 
> ,.a* 327lRE mm 329 a& 331 LLM I. * * 
> 401 Boys 406 A5K 411 IWSSIM 
> 
>MSH 
> wamSTDBEt&xD: cs C c5 is a variable containing tJu 5th lO( KDI 1 
> uznasrn~u3n I 2 3 4 
> xswwm~ncwwn3wn: n 
> IS LEtGTH m E P+WT ff N(cTIow (Y/N): Y 
> cFFIERscwLxcTsnrH LFncTk 
> HCUDKUU!ETDTRY~DlFERENTRME: N Cuevuthesachshfmctim) 
> DKIERBY~R~~~~TCR~IDUMJ!CP/~,: P 
> CPU SEcchws EED M WJH IS 2.278 
> TbE LMTI IN CQNCTED FlEoRoER FDM: 
> 
> road read reaM tea sea heard near imld weds heaw poor political 
> pwdwts positim pretty that’s mst charge U-urA chaqe mean lam 
? cmiq rew&er cmes @ether ten mnth clear plar truth cant pamd 

> third thirty child drive Mlars follwiq rmiwd giad wmr NVWW 
> t&le 9ou-d mte ncdern alme axwd beam faily natimsl hsrd 
> carried care ua-&d worth twdred qms Wilt sure list tillim dih’t 
> air force lockiq ueek street behind derar,rtr*nt sec& reports fisht 
> electric ei*t others effort official offensiw kept irhed y5 cary 
> man cm’t cpim except liviq sclml t&q mless Mniq tamer 
> o’clcck perfect wstim iwortant kmrled4e 
> 
>BW 395 C bindiq th rent lO# WEM into th hash table offset 3% P~X+S 1 
> BwIIH;STiWEDAT 19B272914152694B 
> lxDwATIMwS0000033 
> Cfll~mOSUXDD(BAsHIS 1.508 
> MHxRffTIlEsTNuHJiwxwID(LLxPIS 80 
> 
> TERfUMTIowWlER-0 
> LETTERSL6ED1234 
> cfFszTuxD3?5 
> 



Minimal and almost minimal perfect hash function search 

*ccccccH+ Listinq 5.1, UZuWua&.~) 

> LElTERws 
> ‘A’ B 5 0 b ‘I’ 0 32 20 
> ‘B’ 21 0 B 0 ‘K’ 12 0 B2 
> ‘C’ 3 13 33 0 ‘L’ 13 20 B 
> ‘D’ 24 0 30 3 ‘tt’ 11 n 19 
> ‘E’ 40 1 b 5 ‘N’ 2 44 19 
> ‘F’ 23 0 49 51 ‘0’ 19 0 B 
> ‘G’ 21 0 21 I ‘P’ !I 9 w 
> ‘H’ 0 936 0 ‘Q’ 95 I 0 
> 

> MsiTABLE 
> 3TN 4THN 5TkESE b 
> . * I , 100 tMICH 102 nmr 103 
> 4 l . . 401 BOYB 402 RON 403 
> 406 13% 407 SEA 408 H#m 409 
> 412 NEEDS 413 IENY I * . . 
> t * l , 501 UOUNE 528 EFRRT 

> 
> ‘TOT& m Is: 5 IwIts - 11.273 SCDDS 

> TM& - 18,911 SMllos 
> 
> 
> LwDDlc FACYIR IS: 500/32B = ,947 
> 
> WF 
t DQamw TERNWED 10:05:49 

MN 
m 
REM 
IEM 

‘R’ 0 2 43 7 
‘S’ 2 I 11 2 
‘1’ 0 10 40 9 
‘U’ 34 32 22 33 
‘V’ 0 34 40 12 
‘W’ 20 0 88 3 
‘X’ 0 B 0 0 
‘Y’ 70 0 0 33 
“’ 0 36 I SB 

7 SE ***. 
104 FWR lo5 PWT 
404 I(EIIsM 405 TEA 
410 IULD 411 DRSsmLE 
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